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Fitting Instructions – DUAL CABS

1. Once the drawers have been unpacked, slide the drawers out of the drawer box by undoing the 2
bolts at the back of the drawer and pulling all the way out.
2. Place the drawer box in the back of the vehicle 2/3 of the way in and then bolt on the two back in
fills C and D using 25mm Bolts (just do both up finger tight first and once sitting flush with the
top tighten them up).
3. Next slide the drawers all the way in and bolt on the two front faces A and F using 20mm bolts
and the wing supports B and E using 25mm bolts.
4. Attach the turn buckles to the tie down rings on each side of the drawer with the supplied D
shackle and take the loose tie down ring and place it on the floor of the tray in reach of the turn
buckle (the turn buckle needs to pull the drawers back and down so have the tie down point in the
tray further back so as it pulls back on an angle once tightened about 30mm-50mm) and bolt the
eye bolt through the tub with the square washer under the tub. NOTE before drilling holes make
sure you can get access to them from under the vehicle so you can do the bolts up.
5. Sit all the side wings in place to make sure the drawers are in the correct position and then tighten
up the turn buckles by hand and the use a flat blade screw driver as a leaver to go another turn (do
not over tighten as this may cause damage to the drawer box).
6. Now you can reinstall the drawers, retighten the 2 bolts at the back of drawers and you’re ready to
go!
7. Maintenance. If the drawers feel a bit sticky just slide them out, wipe the polyethylene slides
down with a clean rag and spray with silicon spray.
8. Packing Your Drawers. For your new drawers to perform at their best always place heaviest
items at the back of the drawers with the lighter items towards the front.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY YOUR SYSTEM!

